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 Q : How long have bakeries been around?
A:

bakeries began in the middle ages. In the 15th century lots of new spices were 
available for people that could afford it. In the 16th and 17th century baking became 
more accessible and so bakeries became more popular. 

By the late 17th century sugar was cheap.



Is a bakery a good or a service?

: Bakeries are a service because bakeries give you things that they make. 
Those things are goods. Goods are things you can touch, hold, or eat. A 
bakery is a service industry. A person that uses this service buys things 
like cookies, bread, and donuts .

This is an old bakery that’s been here for a long time.



Q:
A:  What kinds of bakeries are there ?

There are four categories of bakeries. They are: Online bakery, 
Counter service bakeries , Specialty service bakery, and sit down 
bakery.

This is an online bakery.



Fun Facts about doughnuts

 People use to call doughnuts olykoeks.

 There more than 10 billion donuts are made each years in the u.s.



About the Author!

Naomi rico likes bakeries because her uncle works in a  bakery and makes cakes, 
cupcakes and more. She loves to make cupcakes with her mom and uncle too.



Glossary
Accessible: Able to be reach or entered.

Goods:Goods are items that are such as books,pens,shoes,
hats,and folders.

Services:Services are intangibles provided by other people 
such as doctors,dentists,and waiters.



Sources
Books: What are goods and services by Carolyn andrews.
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A brief history of baking (article)

http://www.historyextra.com/feature/brief-history-baking

The Baker’s Guide to Opening a Successful Bakery

http://articles.bplans.com/the-bakers-guide-to-opening-a-
successful-bakery/
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